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product information

 Credit confirmation risk cover

With buyer credit cover for risks arising from the confirmation  
of letters of credit (short: credit confirmation risk cover) a bank 
insures itself against the risk involved in the confirmation of 
documentary credits, which are granted to finance German 
export business. This type of cover is available in particular for 
confirmed letters of credit.

Credit confirmation risk cover offers protection against payment 
default if

@ the issuing bank fails to make payment within one month  
after due date (protracted default)

@ the issuing bank becomes insolvent

@ adverse measures are taken by foreign governments  
or warlike events arise

@ local currency amounts are not converted or transferred

who can apply for  
credit confirmation risk cover?

Credit confirmation risk cover is available to all German banks, to 
the branch offices of foreign banks in Germany and (under certain 
conditions) also to foreign banks.

how can documentary credits be used  
in export business?

Especially where short-term trade finance is required in foreign 
business, documentary export credit is frequently used (letter of 
credit = L/C). Under this specific type of credit agreement a bank 
undertakes, in accordance with the instructions of its client (i.e.  
the importer abroad), to make payment to a third party (i.e. the 
 German exporter) or to commission another bank to do so if certain 
conditions are met (among other things the presentation of spe cific 
documents).

For instance, the exporter (beneficiary) agrees with his buyer  abroad 
(importer) that he (as applicant) requests his bank (issuing bank 
abroad) to open a letter of credit. This bank issues the letter of   
credit and sends it to the exporter’s bank. Thus the exporter knows 
for sure that he will receive payment from the issuing bank and  
the importer has always the guarantee that payment will not be 
made until the documents evidencing the goods/services have 
been duly presented in compliance with the terms and conditions of 
the letter of credit. In order to increase the security for the exporter 
further, his bank can confirm the letter of credit, i.e. assume a bare 
acknowledgement of debt on request of the issuing bank. If there  
is no order or authorization from the issuing bank abroad, the 
exporter’s bank may, however, give an independent, irrevocable 
undertaking to pay in the form of a silent confirmation.

what is credit confirmation risk cover?

Occasionally, banks come up against limits when asked to confirm 
letters of credit because their internal ceilings which, for example, 
may exist for foreign banks or countries are used up. These ceil ings 
can be raised – thus enabling further exports – with the help of 
 credit confirmation risk cover provided by the Federal Government. 
Under this type of cover the Federal Government insures the claim  
to reimbursement the bank which confirms a letter of credit has 
against the issuing bank in the amount disbursed under the L/C;  
the confirming bank only retains a share of 5% for its own account 
for political and commercial risks which must not be insured  
elsewhere – as customary with buyer credit cover. It is possible to 
insure both on demand L/Cs and deferred payment L/Cs as well as 
“post financing” transactions.
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Cover will be granted on the basis of the General Terms and  
Conditions for  Buyer Credit Cover which are amended by Special 
 Conditions that take account of the specific features of documen-
tary credit trans actions.

Since June 2018 medium-term transactions with credit periods of 
up to five years handled through confirmed letters of credit can 
also be covered under a guarantee from the Federal Government.

what is the link between the  
credit confirmation risk guarantee  
and the export transaction?

The letter of credit which is to be covered must be based on an 
export transaction that meets the usual standards applicable to 
Federal export credit guarantees. Credit confirmation risk cover is 
granted in favour of the bank, separate supplier credit cover in 
favour of the exporter is not required. The bank has to give an 
exhaustive description of the underlying export transaction in the 
application form and submit a specific Letter of Undertaking and 
Declaration on Combating Bribery signed by the exporter.

what horizon of risk is covered?

Cover takes effect when the letter of credit is confirmed and ends 
with the full payment of the covered amount owing, i.e. the re -
imbursement of the credit amount through the issuing bank  abroad 
after the documents stipulated in the letter of credit have been 
taken up or the lending period has expired. In order to effec tively 
protect the confirming bank, the Federal Government waives its 
right to interfere in the cover in case of a deterioration of the risk – 
contrary to standard buyer credit cover – already with effect from 
the confirmation of the L/C. As a rule, the period of time that can be 
covered is limited to 360 days for the credit confirmation period 
plus five years for the lending period. 

Where medium credit terms (two years or more) are agreed, the 
re  quirements of the OECD Consensus (among other things ad -
vance payments, equal half-yearly (or quarterly or monthly) instal-
ments have to be met.

Issuing  
of the L/C

Confirmation 
of the L/C

Drawing on the L/C through 
presenting and taking up 

the correct documents 
= 

payment under sight L/C

End of the L/C term Payment under  
deferred-payment L/C

Term of the L/C

Period of the Federal Government’s liability relevant to the premium

period of cover
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how much does credit 
confirmation risk cover cost?

The costs consist of the processing fees and the cover premium. 
The processing fees depend on the amount of the credit. A certain 
percentage of the credit amount to be covered is charged as cover 
premium. The premium level is mainly determined by the issuing 
bank’s rating, the country risk and the horizon of risk.

Insurance tax is not payable.

To give you an estimate of the premium payable in your specific 
case, an interactive premium calculator is available on the inter-
net under www.exportkreditgarantien.de/en. Further details are 
given in the infor mation leaflet Fees and premium rates. Due to 
the validity of credit confirmation risk cover, which is on principle 
short-term, the premium tables for credit risk cover with credit  
periods of less than two years are  normally applicable. If longer 
credit periods are agreed (maximum permitted credit period: five 
years), the premium calculation tables for credit risk cover with 
horizons of risk of at least two years apply.

when and how is a claim paid?

Before a claim can be filed, the legally valid and matured claim  
to payment of the amount owing must have become uncollectible 
due to the occurrence of a covered risk. When all the necessary 
documents have been submitted to the Federal Government, the 
claim will be processed within one month’s time. Claims payment 
will then be effected within five bank working days. The policy-
holder participates in every loss with an uninsured portion of 5% 
(for all risks).

how can you apply for cover?

Contact with the Federal Government is established via Euler 
 Hermes Aktiengesellschaft. The company’s Head Office in Ham-
burg as well as its numerous branch offices in Germany offer  
competent advice on general and specific questions. Extensive 
information material, application forms and the General Terms  
and Conditions are also available for study and download at  
www.exportkreditgarantien.de/en, partly only in German.

Horizon of risk in months 

Buyer category CC 2

 Country category 1

 Country category 4

 Country category 7

  1 

0.42% 

1.04%

2.45%

  3

0.47%

1.11%

2.62%

  6

0.53%

1.22%

2.88%

 12

0.66%

1.44%

3.41%

 18

0.79%

1.66%

3.93%

  24

0.93%

1.88%

4.45%

 60

1.79%

4.20%

8.48%

 72

2.08%

4.79%

9.83%

premium calculation for selected examples
(one-off up-front in % of the l/c amount covered, plus fees payable; 
as far as two years or more: half-yearly repayment profile)
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Main features of credit confirmation risk cover  
at a glance:

Eligible policyholders: German banks, certain foreign banks  
and all German branch offices  
of foreign banks

Object of cover: Claim for reimbursement of the  
 confirming against the foreign  
 issuing bank in the amount of the  
 documentary credit disbursed

Covered risks: Foreign bank’s failure to make  
 payment within 1 month after the  
 due date (protracted default), other  
 commercial risks (e.g. insolvency),  
 as well as political risks  
 (e.g. warlike events)

Possible use: @ confirmed letters of credit 
@ silent confirmations 
@ sight L/Cs 
@ deferred payment L/Cs 
@ sight L/Cs with follow-up financing  
 (“post financing”)

Interference in cover: The Federal Government waives its 
right to interfere with the cover in case 
of an increase of the risk with effect 
from the confirmation of the L/C 

Eligible countries: As a rule: all countries 

Uninsured portion: 5% for all risks

Processing fees: Application and, if necessary,  
renewal and issuing fees,  
depending on the amount of the  
documentary credit

Premium: A certain percentage of the  
documentary credit amount covered 
(see premium calculator available at 
www.exportkreditgarantien.de/en)

Period of liability  
relevant to the premium: As a rule a maximum period of  
 360 days as from the confirmation  
 of the letter of credit plus a maximum  
 of five years as lending period  
 (depending on the type of goods)
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Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft

Postal address:
P.O. Box 50 03 99
22703 Hamburg, Germany

Office address:
Gasstraße 29
22761 Hamburg, Germany 

Phone: +49 (0)40/88 34-90 00
Fax: +49 (0)40/88 34-91 75

info@exportkreditgarantien.de
info@ufk-garantien.de
www.agaportal.de/en

Branch offices: Berlin, Dortmund, Frankfurt,
Freiburg/Stuttgart, Hamburg, Munich,
Nuremberg, Rhineland

Cover from the Federal Republic of Germany for foreign business

Export Credit Guarantees and Untied Loan Guarantees have been established  

and effective foreign trade promotion instruments of the Federal Government  

for decades. Export Credit Guarantees (so-called Hermes Cover) protect  

German exporters and banks financing exports against political and commercial 

risks. Untied Loan Guarantees are to support raw material projects abroad  

regarded as eligible for promotion by the Federal Government. Both promotion 

instruments play an important role in fostering economic growth as well  

as in protecting and creating jobs. Federal Government commissioned  

Euler Hermes Aktiengesellschaft to manage the federal funding instruments  

Export Credit Guarantees and Untied Loan Guarantees.

Information on other foreign trade promotion instruments of the  

Federal Government can be found at www.bmwk.de/en under the heading  

Promotion of Foreign Trade and Investment.
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